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Abstract—This paper presents and evaluates a method to
predict DRAM uncorrected errors, a leading cause of hardware
failures in large-scale HPC clusters. The method uses a random
forest classifier, which was trained and evaluated using error
logs from two years of production of the MareNostrum 3
supercomputer. By enabling the system to take measures to
mitigate node failures, our method reduces lost compute time
by up to 57%, a net saving of 21,000 node–hours per year. We
release all source code as open source.
We also discuss and clarify aspects of methodology that
are essential for a DRAM prediction method to be useful in
practice. We explain why standard evaluation metrics, such as
precision and recall, are insufficient, and base the evaluation on
a cost–benefit analysis. This methodology can help ensure that
any DRAM error predictor is clear from training bias and has
a clear cost–benefit calculation.
Index Terms—Memory system, Reliability, Error prediction,
Machine learning, Random forest, Cost–benefit analysis.

I. I NTRODUCTION
One of the main causes of hardware failure in large-scale
clusters is an uncorrected error in main memory [1]–[4].
Node failures are especially problematic in high-performance
computing (HPC) systems, where a single tightly-coupled job
may execute for days on thousands of nodes. If any of these
nodes fails, the whole job is terminated, typically wasting
all CPU hours since the last checkpoint. Memory system
reliability is therefore an important limit on the ability to
scale to larger systems.
Various studies propose use of machine learning methods
to predict DRAM errors. These studies are valuable to
understand correlated factors and features that can be used for
DRAM error prediction. It is not trivial, however, to quantify
the impact of the proposed methods on HPC system reliability.
There are two main reasons for this. First, most prior studies
focus on corrected DRAM errors. System reliability, however,
is impacted only by uncorrected errors [5]–[9], and there is no
direct relation between corrected and uncorrected errors [2],
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[3], [8], [10], [11]. Second, previous studies evaluate the
proposed methods using classical prediction metrics, such
as precision, recall and F1-score. Although these classical
metrics are often suitable, various studies [12]–[15] and our
results show that they are insufficient for evaluation of HPC
failure predictors because they cannot be used to determine
whether prediction is useful in practice.
The main objective of our study is to help the community
set a basis for any following work on uncorrected DRAM
error prediction that would be practical in the field. This
paper makes two main contributions. Firstly, we present and
evaluate a method to predict DRAM uncorrected errors (UEs).
This method can enable the system to take active measures to
mitigate the predicted UE, e.g. perform a checkpoint or live
job migration. Secondly, we discuss and clarify several aspects
of methodology, relating to cost–benefit analysis and potential
sources of bias, that are essential for such a prediction method
to be useful in practice. We compare six machine learning
classifiers and design an error prediction method based on
random forest. The presented method predicts UEs based on
preceding warnings and errors (corrected and uncorrected), as
well as DIMM characteristics, and node–level events such
as reboots and DIMM installations. The method is trained
and evaluated using error logs from the MareNostrum 3
supercomputer [16], one of six Tier-0 HPC systems in Europe.
At the time of the study, the system comprised 3056 nodes
with more than 25,000 memory DIMMs. The error logs cover
a production period of more than two years, from October
2014 to November 2016, during which we detected 4.5 million
corrected errors and 333 uncorrected errors.
The objective of the HPC failure prediction mechanism is
to increase effective use of the HPC system by reducing the
compute time lost due to failures. We pay special attention to
the evaluation methodology and base the evaluation on a cost–
benefit analysis that compares the system resources needed for
training, failure prediction and failure mitigation against the

saved compute time due to successful failure prediction and
mitigation [9]. Our results show that the precision, recall and
F1-score are not correlated with saved compute time or mitigation costs, and therefore cannot be used to decide whether and
for which model parameters the prediction is useful in practice.
This is because precision and F1-score put the same weight on
diverse prediction outcomes, whose costs differ by orders of
magnitude, and the recall metric ignores false positives, which
incur unnecessary and costly mitigation measures. Overall,
these standard data prediction metrics are insufficient to evaluate HPC failure predictors, and we suggest to complement
them with cost–benefit analysis in future studies.
We are the first to show that only a small fraction of uncorrected errors have an impact on system reliability. Uncorrected
DRAM errors, as many failure events, appear in bursts. In a
burst of UEs occurring in a short interval of time on the same
node, only the first UE has an impact on system reliability.
In our study, out of 333 detected UEs, only 67 (one fifth!)
have any impact and are therefore used for model training
and evaluation. The rest are much easier to predict (at least in
our dataset) but have no impact on the cost–benefit calculation.
We also address the bias that may have been introduced
by existing resiliency techniques employed in a production
supercomputer. State-of-the-art production systems, including
MareNostrum, already implement advanced resilience
mechanisms in hardware and software. During the monitoring
period, MareNostrum incorporated a pre-failure alert
mechanism that caused any DIMMs that were considered
to be close to failure to be retired from production. These
retired DIMMs can cause a bias in the model training. This
is the first DRAM error prediction study that discusses this
bias and proposes a methodology for its mitigation. All future
failure prediction methods trained on production logs should
also carefully consider and mitigate this bias.
Finally, we analyze the effect of the model decision threshold, prediction frequency and prediction window on prediction
coverage and proficiency. We quantify the impact of these
parameters on the cost–benefit calculation, and explain the
behavior using the number of errors that the model can predict,
the number of correctly predicted errors and model overheads.
In summary, this paper presents and evaluates a method
that predicts DRAM uncorrected errors, reducing the compute
time lost due to DRAM failures by up to 57%. In our
production systems, the savings would be measured as
21,000 node–hours per year. We release the prediction
methods’ source code as open source [17]. We also aim
to help the community to define standard methodology for
log pre-processing, model training, parameter exploration
and evaluation. This methodology will help ensure that any
DRAM error prediction method is clear from bias during
training and has a clear cost–benefit calculation.
II. E NVIRONMENT DESCRIPTION
A. MareNostrum 3 error logs
Our prediction method is trained and evaluated on memory
error logs from the MareNostrum 3 supercomputer [16] over a

production period from October 2014 to November 2016. At
the time, MareNostrum 3 was one of the six Tier-0 (largest)
HPC systems in the Partnership for Advanced Computing in
Europe (PRACE) [18]. It comprised 3056 compute nodes, each
with two eight-core Intel Sandy Bridge-EP E5-2670 sockets
with a 2.6 GHz nominal clock frequency. We use the logs from
the compute nodes only, excluding the login and test nodes
which are not part of the same monitoring infrastructure and
whose failures do not impact large-scale compute jobs. The
MareNostrum 3 compute nodes included more than 25,000
DDR3-1600 DIMMs, and during the observation period we
collected measurements on more than 2,000 billion MB-hours.
The main workloads executed on MareNostrum 3 were largescale scientific HPC applications and the system utilization
typically exceeded 95%. We analyze DIMMs from all three
major memory manufacturers. These manufacturers have been
anonymized to protect the interested parties, and are referred
to as Manufacturer A, B and C. There are 6694, 5207 and
13,419 DIMMs from Manufacturer A, B and C, respectively.
MareNostrum 3 employed a Single Device Data
Correction (SDDC) ECC scheme, which could correct
all errors coming from a single x4 device, a level of resiliency
commonly referred to as Chipkill. For x8 devices, SDDC ECC
can correct up to 4-bit errors coming from the same DRAM
chip. The ECC check is performed on each application
memory read and by a patrol scrubber which periodically
traverses the whole physical memory and performs an ECC
check on each location.
During production, any DIMM that showed early signs of
failure was flagged by a pre-failure alert and retired by the
system administrators. This action was recorded in the system
log together with the date and time. Over the two-year period
analysed by this paper, 51 DIMMs were retired for this reason.
B. Data collection
Corrected errors (CEs) were logged by a daemon, based
on the mcelog Linux kernel module [19], that periodically
extracts information about corrected errors from the CPU
machine-check architecture (MCA) registers [19]. Each corrected error was recorded in a log file, which specifies the error
time stamp, node and DIMM id, and the physical location of
the error in the DIMM including rank, bank, row and column.1
The log entry also indicates whether correction was done
during an application memory read or by patrol scrubbing.
The daemon accessed the MCA registers with a period
of 100 ms, which we selected because it was the shortest
time interval that caused negligible overhead to the production
applications. If more than one error occurred in a 100 ms
time interval, the MCA registers records the number of errors,
but only provide detailed information for one error in the
interval. Our logs therefore specify the exact total number of
corrected errors and provide detailed error information for a
subset of the errors. Increasing the sampling frequency would
1 The address mapping to exact physical location is non-diclosed manufacturer information, and was done using help from a memory manufacturer.

increase the number of errors with detailed information, but
also increase the performance overhead of the error logging
daemon. Previous studies perform similar readings of the
memory error registers with a period of a few seconds [10],
[20], [21] or once per hour [22].
Uncorrected errors (UEs) were logged by IBM
firmware [23], which is part of the MareNostrum 3 monitoring
software. For each uncorrected error, the log specifies the
DIMM that failed and the cause of the error, i.e. whether
it occurred during an application memory read or patrol
scrubbing. The log also contains over-temperature conditions,
which are considered to be uncorrected errors. Finally, the log
records UE warnings generated when memory modules are
throttled to prevent an over-temperature condition and when
the correctable ECC logging limit has been reached.
Our prediction method is trained and evaluated using the
production MareNostrum 3 error logs. These production error
logs are considered sensitive, and as is the case for other field
studies, the production error logs cannot be released. However,
in order to enable future studies to quantify the real-world
impact of DRAM uncorrected errors and evaluate proposed
resiliency techniques, we have generated and released a
synthetic UE log that resembles the spatial and temporal
distributions of the MareNostrum 3 production errors [17].
C. UE reduction
Various studies have observed burstiness in HPC node
failure events [5], [7], including uncorrected DRAM errors [8].
This phenomenon affects both training and evaluation of UE
prediction methods. In a burst of UEs that occurred in a short
time period on the same node, only the first UE has an impact
on system reliability. The first UE leads to a node reboot and
the killing of all affected jobs. Subsequent UEs have no real
impact, but they are still reported by the system software. In
MareNostrum, after detecting one UE, the node is removed
from production for testing for one week. This means that
all UEs on the same node within one week after the first
UE occurrence have no impact on a production workload.
Performing data reduction, i.e. focusing only on UEs that
impact production workloads, significantly reduces the number
of UEs under study, from 333 UEs to 67 UEs. This makes a
major impact on the model design and evaluation.
D. MareNostrum 4 job logs
The cost–benefit evaluation is done in two ways: firstly,
based on assumptions on the average UE cost, which allows
an estimation of the behaviour on any system, and, secondly,
based on a real distribution of HPC job sizes. We unfortunately
do not have a log of the jobs running on MareNostrum 3, so
instead we employ a log of the jobs executed on the generalpurpose block of the successor system, MareNostrum 4 [24].
This log covers the period from March 2018 to March 2019.
MareNostrum 4 has 3456 nodes, each with two 24-core Intel
Xeon Platinum sockets with a 2.1 GHz clock frequency.
The MareNostrum 4 job size distribution has been taken
from a different and higher performance machine and a dif-

ferent production time period than was used for the MareNostrum 3 error logs. Nevertheless, we believe that this does not
significantly change any of the conclusions.
III. E RROR PREDICTION
A. Prediction methods
We perform uncorrected DRAM error prediction with six
classification methods: random forest [25], gradient boosting
decision tree [26], Gaussian naı̈ve Bayes [27], logistic regression [28], support vector machine [29] and deep neural
network [30]. All the classifiers are implemented based on the
corresponding Python libraries. For random forest, Gaussian
naı̈ve Bayes, logistic regression and support vector machine
we use the sklearn library [31]. Gradient boosting decision
tree is implemented based on LightGBM [32], and the deep
neural network is deployed using TensorFlow [33].
The classifiers make separate predictions for each DIMM as
to whether or not it will experience an upcoming uncorrected
error. As described in the following section, prediction is done
periodically, e.g. every minute, and each prediction covers
a fixed length of time, e.g. the next day. Each classifier is
trained for all nodes. We use offline learning, where the model
is trained once and used to make predictions. It is common
practice to schedule a time interval for retraining, after which
new data is added to the existing data and the model is retrained. We tried two training intervals, every day and every
week. Both provided similar results. We trained and tested
each classifier applying the methodology described in Section IV-A, with hyperparameter tuning and cross-validation.
We present detailed results for the random forest because it
provides the best results over a large range of uncorrected
DRAM error costs (see Section VI). Also, random forests
are relatively easy to tune and less likely to overfit than
other methods, they can quantify the importance of different
features, and training can be easily parallelized. Our results
confirm the findings of previous studies that have shown
that random forest works well for problems that involve
predicting failures over time, such as predicting corrected and
uncorrected DRAM errors [2], [34] and disk failures [35].
B. Time windows
Figure 1 illustrates how prediction is performed periodically.
In this figure, the prediction window refers to the length of
the (future) time interval for which a prediction is made. The
observation window refers to the length of the (past) period
that is observed in order to make the prediction. In our study
the observation window extends from the beginning of error
logging until the prediction moment, which is at the beginning
of the prediction window. The observation window therefore
increases in length over time, leading to better predictions. As
in most prior work, the prediction frequency is a constant,
with the time between successive predictions known as the
prediction interval and illustrated using ∆t in Figure 1. The
prediction interval must be no greater than the prediction
window, and is a trade-off between overhead, precision in time
and coverage of UEs. A full discussion is given in Section V-B.
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Fig. 1: Periodic prediction process over time, showing prediction frequency, observation window and prediction window.

We propose a triggered prediction that provides high responsiveness with low prediction overhead. In Figure 1, predictions
are scheduled at regular time intervals, t1 , t2 , t3 and t4 , but
a prediction will only be made if the preceding prediction
interval contains one or more trigger events: Corrected Errors,
Uncorrected Errors, Uncorrected Error Warnings, Node boots
or DIMM installs. In the figure, a prediction will only be made
at t3 , triggered by the events detected in the t2 –t3 interval. At
t1 , t2 and t4 the system performs only a low-overhead check
to determine whether any trigger events have been detected.
C. DIMM retirement bias
MareNostrum incorporates a pre-failure alert that retires
from production any DIMMs that are considered to be close to
failure. Preventive DIMM retirement such as this is known to
cause bias when analyzing the dependency between corrected
and uncorrected errors [8]. Whether or not it also introduces
bias in the training or evaluation of an UE prediction method
depends on the characteristics of the method. In our case,
DIMM replacement after the end of the prediction window
has no impact on the model training and evaluation. For
most DIMMs, i.e. those that were not replaced, prediction can
therefore be evaluated until the end of the log files.
If the DIMM is replaced inside the prediction window, we
could not determine whether it would have experienced an UE
had it not been retired, because we could not obtain monitoring
data after DIMMs were replaced. We therefore remove these
samples from training and evaluation, which introduces a bias.
In order to remove this bias and to enable comparison between
the existing pre-failure mechanism and the new predictor, we
recommend that device health is monitored for some time, on
back-up or service nodes, after retirement from production.
D. Feature engineering
The features (input data structures) used by our prediction
method are listed in Table I. Most features are obtained directly
from the logs (see Section II-B). In addition, we include
features that describe the DIMM characteristics, such as
manufacturer, chip and DIMM capacity. Categorical attributes
are transformed into features using one-hot encoding, which
is known to improve the performance of machine learning
classification and regression methods. We compute the feature
values at the moment of the prediction, and also account for the
feature variation over time. For example, feature variation in
the last minute before the prediction moment is computed as:
Feat. variation (1min) =

Feat. value (Prediction moment)
Feat. value (Prediction moment – 1 min)

TABLE I: Observation features used for the prediction
Feature for prediction method
Per DIMM:
Number of corrected errors (CEs)
Number of ranks, banks, rows and columns with CEs
Average and standard deviation of errors per rank, bank, row and col.(a)
Number of uncorrected errors (UEs)
Number of warnings
Time since the DIMM was installed in its current position
Number of times the DIMM has changed its position in production
Manufacturer(b)
DIMM Capacity: 4, 8 or 16 GB(b)
Chip Capacity: 2 Gbit or 4 Gbit(b)
Data Width: x4 or x8(b)
Per socket:
Number of DIMMs with corrected errors
Sum of corrected errors in all the DIMMs
Number of DIMMs with uncorrected errors
Sum of uncorrected errors in all the DIMMs
Number of DIMMs with warnings
Sum of warnings in all the DIMMs
Per node:
Sum of each per-socket feature across sockets in the node
Number of node boots (starts) in the last minute, hour and day
(a) Considering
(b) Transformed

only the ranks, banks, rows and columns with errors.
into features using one-hot encoding.

It is set to zero if the denominator is zero. We consider lagged
time intervals of 1 minute, 1 hour and 1 day. The feature
variation over time is computed for the features listed in
Table I, except the DIMM characteristics, which do not change
in time, and the numbers of node boots in the last minute, hour
and day, which already include the notion of time.
E. Prediction classes: Positive and negative
The outcome of our prediction model is either:
• Positive: The model predicts that the DIMM will experience at least one UE in the prediction window, or
• Negative: The model predicts that the DIMM will experience no UE in the prediction window.
The classifiers estimate the probability that the sample
belongs to each class and classifies the sample as positive if
the probability of belonging to the positive class is greater
than a threshold known as the decision threshold, otherwise
it is classified as negative. The lower the decision threshold,
the more often the outcome is a positive prediction.
F. Class imbalance
For the vast majority of prediction windows, the correct
prediction is that there will be no UE. This case is about
300 times more frequent than the alternative, that of an UE
in the prediction window. We are therefore dealing with a
problem of highly imbalanced data. The classifiers aim to
minimize the overall error rate so they may not perform well
for the minority class of highly imbalanced data. Two common
approaches to address this problem are: data sampling during
training and the use of class weights.

Sampling techniques adjust the ratio of the sizes of the
majority and minority classes, in our case the negative and
positive classes respectively. We tried multiple sampling methods: random under-sampling [36], random over-sampling [36],
SMOTE [37] and balanced random forest [38], all of them
using the implementation in the Python imblearn library [39].
Sampling techniques take a parameter that specifies the desired
ratio of the sizes of the minority and majority classes. We set
this parameter to 1 so that training is done with a random
subset of the majority class of size chosen to obtain equal
numbers of samples with and without UEs.
Class weights address class imbalance by weighting the
misprediction penalty for different classes during training. In
our case the misprediction penalty is increased for samples in
the minority (positive) class and decreased for samples in the
majority (negative) class. We implement class weights with
the balanced option available in the sklearn library [31].
We tested all classifiers with class weights and different
training data sampling methods, and for each classifier we
selected the method that provided the best results. Random
under-sampling gave the best performance for random forest,
Gaussian naı̈ve Bayes, support vector machine and neural
networks. Class weights was best for logistic regression and
gradient boosting decision tree.
IV. E VALUATION METHODOLOGY
A. Method evaluation and cross-validation
1) Time Series Cross-validation: Our evaluation methodology is based on time series cross-validation, which is a
well-known technique to determine how well a predictive
model of time series data can predict new data that was
not available while training. The aim is to identify possible
problems (such as overfitting) and to quantify how well the
model will generalize to an independent dataset.
We perform a sequence of training and testing steps. For
each week of production time in the log, we train the model,
which includes hyperparameter tuning, on all data in the
dataset that precedes that week (training set). We then evaluate
the tuned model by using it to predict the upcoming week
(testing set). This process continues, week by week, until no
more data remains. The final results given in Section V cover
all iterations (weeks).
2) Evaluation on different HPC systems: Ideally, we would
demonstrate the general applicability of our method using
error logs from multiple HPC systems. We have carefully
reviewed previous DRAM errors studies (see Section VII)
and public repositories [40] and found no DRAM error
logs that could be used for additional verification of our
model. This is not a surprise because HPC system failure
data is considered to be sensitive. To increase the confidence
in the generality of our method, we have partitioned
the MareNostrum 3 error logs by DRAM manufacturer.
MareNostrum 3 comprises 6694, 5207 and 13,419 DIMMs
from anonymized Manufacturer A, B and C respectively.
Apart from a small number of exceptions, all DIMMs in a
given node are from the same DRAM manufacturer.

The evaluation was performed with two sets of experiments.
Firstly, we trained and evaluated the method on the whole
system (MN3/All). Secondly, we performed separate training
and testing for each subsystem comprising a single DIMM
manufacturer: MN3/A, MN3/B and MN3/C. All experiments
correspond to the case where the users download the open
source model [17] and train it on their systems. We believe
that this is the only reasonable approach given the variation
in system logs (i.e. model features), UE rates and UE cost
among production HPC systems.
B. Precision, recall and F1-score
Each prediction outcome can be classified as one of:
•
•
•
•

True Positive (TP): UE predicted and UE occurs.
True Negative (TN): UE not predicted and none occurs.
False Positive (FP): UE predicted, but none occurs.
False Negative (FN): UE not predicted, but UE occurs.

Previous studies that proposed error prediction methods [2],
[41]–[43] are evaluated using standard data prediction metrics:
precision, recall and F1-score.
Precision refers to the percentage of observations classified
as positives that are true positives. In our case, the precision
refers to the ratio between correctly predicted UEs (TPs) and
the total number of predicted UEs (TPs and FPs):
Precision =

TPs
Correctly predicted UEs
=
Total predicted UEs
TPs + FPs

Recall is the proportion of actual positives that are correctly
identified as such. In our case, this metric refers to the fraction
of UEs that are correctly predicted (TPs):
Recall =

Correctly predicted UEs
TPs
=
Total UEs occurred
TPs + FNs

False Negative Rate (FNR) is the proportion of actual
positives that are not identified as such. It is complementary
to the recall: FNR = 1 − Recall.
F1-score is the harmonic mean of precision and recall:
F1 = 2 × (Precision × Recall) / (Precision + Recall)
Although these classical metrics are often suitable, various
studies [12]–[15] show that they are insufficient for evaluation
of HPC failure predictors. This is because, as shown in Section V-D, they are not correlated with a cost–benefit analysis,
and therefore cannot be used to decide whether and for which
model parameters the prediction is useful in practice.
C. Cost–benefit calculation
The objective of the HPC failure prediction mechanism is
to increase the effective use of the HPC system by reducing
the compute time lost due to failures [12], [13]. We therefore
perform a cost–benefit analysis that compares the system
resources needed for training, failure prediction and failure
mitigation against the saved compute time due to successful
failure prediction and mitigation.

1) Lost compute time without UE prediction and mitigation:
If an UE is detected, the job must typically be terminated and
all job node–hours since the last checkpoint (if any) are lost:2
Total UE cost = Number of UEs × Average UE cost
where Average UE cost is the average cost of a single UE,
measured in node–hours. To cover HPC systems of different
scales we perform a sensitivity analysis and consider average
UE costs of 5, 50 and 500 node–hours. We refer to these UE
costs as small, medium and large, respectively. We also show
results for the real distribution of HPC jobs executed on the
general purpose block of MareNostrum 4 (see Section II-D).
The average UE cost was derived using a Monte Carlo
simulation of a system executing jobs according to the real
distribution of MareNostrum 4 production, in which the UE
cost is the elapsed compute time, in node–hours, since the
beginning of the currently executing job.
After an uncorrected error is detected, the affected node is
removed from production for further testing (see Section II-C).
We do not include the testing node–hours as part of the overall
UE cost because we assume that the system has sufficient
spare nodes that could easily replace the one removed from
the production. In HPC systems for which this is not the case,
this node testing time should be added to the UE cost.
2) Net lost compute time with UE prediction and mitigation:
The total cost is the cost of the UEs that were not predicted
plus the total overheads of prediction model training, UE
prediction and mitigation measures.3
The total cost of the UEs that were not predicted is
given by Non-predicted UEs × Average UE cost. As discussed
in Section II-C, only the first UE in a burst has an impact on
system reliability. For this reason, we only consider the cost of
the first non-predicted UE in a burst of UEs that occur on the
same node within a week. It is also important to consider that
it is only useful to predict an error if this is done sufficiently
ahead of time, so that the system has time to complete the error
mitigation measure. This time interval is typically referred
to as the lead time. The lead time depends on the system,
application and mitigation strategy.
A recent study of Das et al. [44] analyzes various actions
that can mitigate the impact of node failures, such as live
job migration, node cloning and checkpointing. The authors
conclude that 2 min suffice for most of these actions. We
therefore select a lead time of 2 min and treat an UE that is
predicted with less than 2 min notice as a non-predicted UE.
The cost of model training depends on the amount of
data used for the training, which increases with the prediction
frequency. The model training is executed on a single CPU
core running a single process. With a prediction interval of 10
seconds, the model training requires 6.8 seconds and 3.1 GB;
with the interval of 1 day, the training requires 0.3 seconds and
2 In HPC, nodes are usually not shared among multiple jobs. It is safe to
assume that reboot of an HPC node usually kills a single HPC job.
3 In addition to this, on each prediction interval we have to check whether
there is a new event in the log (in the preceding observation window). In this
study, however, we estimate that this check causes negligible overhead.

2.5 GB of main memory. We also measure the cumulative cost
corresponding to model training while processing the whole
data log, i.e. corresponding to more than two years of the
system production. The cumulative cost for training is in the
order of node–minutes, which is a negligible factor in the
overall cost–benefit analysis. This paper reports the results
when the model training is performed once per week. We
repeated the experiments with a model training frequency of
1 day and we detected an insignificant difference in the model
predictions and the cost–benefit analysis.
The cost of UE prediction is incurred each time a new event
is detected in the log, as the algorithm processes the logs and
performs UE prediction. Each prediction is performed on a
single CPU core (running a single process) and requires 6 ms
and 4 MB. We measure the cumulative cost for UE prediction
to be on the order of node–minutes, which is also negligible.
The cost of mitigating UEs is incurred when an UE is
predicted, as the system performs an UE impact mitigation.
The UE impact mitigation overhead should be counted each
time the model predicts an UE (each time the model predicts
a positive), independently of whether the UE indeed occurred
or not (whether the prediction is a true or false positive).
Following the suggestions of Das et al. [44], we consider that
the overhead of a single UE impact mitigation is 2 minutes.
The net lost compute time is the sum of the above four
terms: total cost of the non-predicted UEs plus the total cost of
model training, UE prediction and UE mitigation. For the HPC
jobs that execute on healthy nodes the model introduces only
a negligible overhead due to the training and UE prediction.
V. R ESULTS
A. Cost–benefit analysis
Figure 2 summarizes the results of the cost–benefit analysis
for the prediction model and mitigation. The assumptions
used in this figure, and throughout Sections V and VI are
given in Table II.
The x-axis of Figure 2 is the UE cost, covering generic
UE costs of 5, 50 and 500 node–hours and the average UE
cost calculated using the job size distribution from production
MareNostrum 4 HPC job logs (see Section IV-C1). The yaxis in Figure 2a is the saved node–hours, which is the
reduction in lost compute time due to UE prediction and
mitigation (see Section IV-C2, model overheads are counted
as additional lost compute time), compared with the baseline
system without UE prediction and mitigation (Section IV-C1).
The y-axis in Figure 2b is the saved node–hours normalized
to the number of node–hours lost in the baseline system.
Different bars show the results for MareNostrum 3 as a
whole (MN3/All) and its different subsystems corresponding
to the DRAM manufacturer: MN3/A, MN3/B and MN3/C (see
Section IV-A2). Bars MN3/ABC show the overall results in
the case of the system partitioning: the sum of the node–hours
saved for MN3/A, MN3/B and MN3/C in Figure 2a and their
weighted average percentage savings in Figure 2b.
These results show that the effectiveness of the method
is similar across all scenarios considered: whether applied

TABLE II: Parameters used in Sections V and VI
40,000
Value

Cost of UE impact mitigation
Prediction frequency
Prediction window
Decision threshold

2 minutes
1 minute
1 day
Optimal for given UE cost

and evaluated to MareNostrum 3 as a whole or separately
to MN3/A, MN3/B and MN3/C. The MN/ABC results also
closely match those for MN3/All. In terms of the percentage
savings in node–hours, in Figure 2b, all results are similar to
those for the whole system, MN3/All.
The results also clearly show that the cost–benefit calculation is strongly influenced by the average UE cost. For
a small UE cost of 5 node–hours, UE prediction has zero
effect on the saved compute time. We explore the reasons in
the following sections and see that in this case, the optimal
decision threshold is 1, so proactive UE mitigation is never
performed. For medium and large UE costs, however, savings
are seen in Figure 2a, of 586 node–hours (medium) and 16,541
node–hours (large). These are reductions of 18% and 49%
respectively (Figure 2b).
The node–hours savings computed based on the production
job logs reach 57% which is equivalent to 42,000 node–hours
or 21,000 node–hours per year. These savings are constrained
by the low number of uncorrected DRAM errors of MareNostrum 3, and may appear low relative to the overall system
size. Other studies, however, of field errors of DDR1, DDR2,
FBDIMM [3], DDR3 and GDDR5 [6] memory systems report
UE rates over a large range that in some cases [3] exceed
ours by up to three orders of magnitude. In these systems, the
UE costs and saved node–hours would increase in proportion,
reaching tens of percents of the total production time.
Another important finding of our study is that the saved
node–hours increase superlinearly with the average UE cost.
This is for two reasons. Firstly, the larger the UE cost, the
larger the savings from correct UE prediction, while the
overheads of the model and mitigation actions remain the
same. Secondly, larger UE costs allow the model to be more
aggressive, leading to a greater number of predicted errors that
more than compensates for the increased number of mitigation
actions (as discussed in Section V-C). We reach this conclusion
for all six classifiers explored in our study (Section VI). This
is because the finding is based on the cost–benefit analysis
in terms of the costs of the true and false positives. It is not
specific to any method and can therefore be applied to error
prediction methods in general.
B. Prediction window and frequency
The prediction window and frequency (Section III-B) provide a trade-off among the prediction model overhead, its
precision in time and the maximum coverage of UEs. The
overhead is mainly influenced by the prediction frequency.
The higher the prediction frequency, the higher the frequency
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Fig. 2: The model cost-efficiency depends on the UE cost.
For large UE cost, the savings are significant, measured in
thousands of node–hours over the two-year production period.
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Fig. 3: Maximum number of UE that the model could potentially predict depends on the prediction window and frequency.

of running the model and the higher the overhead of false
positives. The precision in time also depends on the length
of the prediction window, since a shorter prediction window
isolates any predicted UE to a shorter time window. The result
is that, on a true positive, i.e. if an UE indeed happens, less
time is wasted, on average, between the mitigation measure
and the UE error.
The relationship between the prediction window and frequency and the maximum potential coverage of UEs is shown
in Figure 3. Of the 67 UEs that impact system reliability
(Section II-C), 13 UEs have no preceding event at all. These
UEs cannot be predicted by our method since there is no
information available to the model that could indicate that
an UE is likely. Assuming that there are preceding events,
however, if the prediction window is too short, then the
preceding events may be too far in the past. This happens
when the time since the preceding events is larger than the
prediction window, and it is a consequence of event triggered
prediction (Section III-B). On the other hand, if the prediction
interval is too long, then the preceding events may be followed
too quickly by an UE, without time to invoke prediction and
perform successful mitigation.
In general, as can be seen in Figure 3, the longer the
prediction window and the higher the prediction frequency,
the higher the number of UEs that are visible to the prediction
model. There is, however, a non-linear increase in the number of predictable UEs, and a point of diminishing returns.
Increasing the prediction window from 1 min to 1 hour and
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C. Decision threshold
As explained in Section III-E, an UE is predicted if the
probability of an UE assigned by the random forest is greater
than the decision threshold. Varying the decision threshold,
which can be done at runtime or when the model is deployed,
provides a trade-off between true positives (which benefit in
lost node–hours) and the total number of positives (which
require mitigation measures).
This trade-off is shown in Figure 4. Again we show the
results for MareNostrum 3 as a whole (MN3/All), its different
partitions (MN3/A, MN3/B and MN3/C) and the cumulative
results in the case of the system partitioning (MN3/ABC).
In both subplots, the x-axis is the decision threshold. In
Figure 4a, the y-axis is the number of correctly predicted
UEs, which are the true positives. The lower the decision
threshold, the more positive outcomes and the more correctly
predicted UEs. In Figure 4b, the y-axis is the number of UE
impact mitigations, which are all the positive outcomes. For
small values of the decision threshold, there are up to 250,000
UE impact mitigations, which is almost 4000 UE impact
mitigations per UE error. The MN3/ABC curves show similar
values to MN3/All. The individual partitions MN3/A, MN3/B
and MN3/C show similar trends with values approximately
proportional to the size of the partition.

Saved node-hours

1 day significantly increases the number of visible UEs, while
further increasing it to 2, 4 or 7 days leads to a minor increase.
Taking into account all three factors (overhead, precision
and coverage), we select a prediction window of 1 day and a
prediction interval of 1 min. Due to the event triggered prediction (Section III-B) and low-overhead prediction method (Section IV-C), even at this high prediction frequency the overhead
of our method predictions is in the order of node–minutes.
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Fig. 4: Optimal threshold selection is a trade-off between the
number of predicted UEs and UE impact mitigations.
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Fig. 5: Number of saved node–hours for different threshold
values. The threshold has a significant impact on the model
efficiency and the optimal value depends on the UE cost.

Figure 5 shows how this trade-off is reflected in the cost–
benefit analysis. In all plots, the y-axis is the saved node–
hours and the x-axis is the decision threshold. We focus
our explanation on the MN3/All results. As in previous
figures, the MN3/ABC curves are similar to MN3/All, while
MN3/A, MN3/B and MN3/C show the same trend with values
approximately proportional to the partition size. Figure 5a
shows the results for an UE cost of 5 node–hours. Although
the overhead of a single UE impact mitigation (2 minutes
per node) is much lower than the cost of an uncorrected
error (5 node–hours), the relatively large number of false
positives mean that the optimal decision threshold is 1. With
a decision threshold of 1, the model never suggests an error
mitigation and the only loss is the model overhead of a
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Next we evaluate our prediction model using standard
data prediction metrics: precision, recall and F1-score (see
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Fig. 6: Optimal threshold depending on UE cost: equal to 1
for small UE costs and converges to zero for large UE costs.

D. Precision, Recall and F1-score
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few node–minutes over the whole study. As the threshold is
reduced, the model losses increase, reaching 8200 node–hours
for a threshold of 0. For an UE cost of 50 node–hours, the
optimal threshold reaches a plateau around the value of 0.7.
Outside this range, the model efficiency drops especially as
the threshold decreases. For thresholds below 0.2, the model
generates additional losses that reach 6400 node–hours for a
threshold of 0 (not shown in the chart). For an UE cost of
500 node–hours, the model reaches the highest savings for
a decision threshold of 0.09, with a sharp decline on both
sides, as shown in Figure 5c. In this case, a good threshold
selection saves thousands of node–hours. Finally, for the job
size distribution from MareNostrum 4 production, the optimal
decision threshold is 0.02.
To further explore the dependency between the UE cost and
the decision threshold, Figure 6 shows the optimal threshold as
the UE cost varies between 5 and 5000 node–hours. The chart
has three areas. For small UE costs (5 and 10 node–hours), the
optimal threshold equals 1, so the system should not perform
error mitigation actions because their overhead would exceed
the benefits. For large UE costs (over 1000 node–hours) the
optimal threshold converges to 0. In this case, the system
should perform error mitigations whenever triggering events
are detected in the preceding prediction interval. In these two
UE cost areas, the error prediction is trivial—predict no UEs
for small UE cost and always predict an UE for large costs.
In the area of moderate UE costs, between 10 and 1000 nodehours in our case, the prediction is more complex, requiring
proper prediction methods and careful threshold selection.
Production HPC systems execute jobs of different sizes and
with different failure mitigation strategies. On a given system,
the UE cost varies among jobs, and even within a single job depending on the time since it started or last performed a checkpoint. Our study shows that the UE prediction decision threshold should be determined at runtime based on the UE cost,
i.e. based on the characteristics of the running HPC job. We
hope to motivate further discussion and development of error
prediction and mitigation methods that could be adapted to the
diversity of workloads executed on production HPC systems.
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Fig. 7: Precision, recall and F1-score for different threshold
values. These standard data prediction metrics are not correlated with a cost–benefit analysis (Fig. 5), and therefore cannot
be used to decide whether prediction is useful in practice.

Section IV-B). The results are presented in Figure 7. The
precision is the ratio between correctly predicted UEs (true
positives) and the total number of predicted UEs (true and
false positives).
In our case, the dominant factor for the calculation of
the precision is the large number of false positives, which
leads to small values of the precision, typically below 1%.
Increasing the threshold reduces the number of false positives
and improves the precision, but its value remains small.
For MN3/A and MN3/B, and threshold values between 0.8
and 1.0, we detect higher variability in the precision. For these
threshold values, the number of predicted UEs in the MN3/A
and MN3/B subsystems is small (see Figure 4a), and each
predicted UE therefore makes a significant relative difference
to the value of the precision. The recall is the ratio between
the numbers of correctly predicted UEs (true positives) and
the total detected UEs (true positives and false negatives).
The recall chart has the same form as Figure 4a (number of
correctly predicted UEs), relative to the number of detected
errors in each system partition: MN3/All, MN3/A, MN3/B or
MN3/C. For Threshold=0 the recall reaches 0.63 for MN3/All

and 0.8 for MN3/A. The F1-score, as the harmonic mean
of precision and recall, is dominated by the low precision
numbers. It practically matches the precision curve, with
slightly higher values.
The results show that the precision, recall and F1-score are
not correlated with a cost–benefit analysis. There is nothing
in Figure 7 to indicate that the optimal decision threshold
is 1.0, 0.69 and 0.09 for small, medium and large UE cost,
respectively, or 0.02 for the MareNostrum 4 job distribution,
or that the net benefit for large UE cost is high. This is
because precision puts the same weight on different prediction
outcomes, true positives and false positives, whose costs
differ by orders of magnitude. Also, it does not consider
false negatives, which have a very high cost. Recall does
not consider false positives, which incur costly mitigation
measures when they are not needed. Also, in our case, the
F1-score is dominated by the low precision values. Overall,
these standard data prediction metrics are insufficient to decide
whether and for which parameters the prediction is useful in
practice, and we would suggest to complement them with cost–
benefit analysis in future studies.
E. Feature importance
We quantify the importance of the features used for prediction (introduced in Section III-D) using the Gini importance [25], which is a common metric in the context of random
forest classifiers. Figure 8 shows the Gini importance, grouped
by category and excluding the first year of the study. We see
large error bars, indicating large changes in importance over
the course of the last 14 months of the study, which is due
to the small number of UEs and large changes in importance
as a consequence of individual UEs. The error bars would be
larger if the first year were included or if individual features
rather than categories were plotted.
We detect a high Gini importance (relevance to prediction)
of the features relating to the exact error location: rank,
bank, row and column. The column features have the highest
prediction relevance, with a Gini importance of 0.22, while
the cumulative rank, bank, row and column features have
a Gini importance reaching 0.38. This is important because
corrected DRAM error logs do not often include this level of
information. The machine-check architecture registers record
only the error address, and the mapping to the exact physical
location is not trivial and requires non-disclosed manufacturers
information. In our case, the mapping is done by a custom daemon that is designed with help from a memory manufacturer.
We also see the importance of socket– and node–level events,
such as CEs, UEs, UE warnings (Section II-B) and boots.
DIMM characteristics, UEs and UE warnings, however, show
a small importance. After detailed analysis of the logs, for
instance, we detected that only eight DIMMs experienced an
UE warning within 24 hours before the uncorrected DRAM
error, and only five DIMMs had an UE warning within an
hour before the error. This is interesting because it contradicts
the intuition that DIMM UE warnings would be expected to
precede an uncorrected error.
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Fig. 8: Gini importance for different feature categories.

F. Importance of UE reduction
In Section II-C we explained that UEs often arrive in bursts
but only the first UE in a burst impacts the system’s reliability.
In this section we illustrate why UE reduction (focussing only
on the UEs that impact production workloads) is important for
correct prediction model design and evaluation.
Table III shows the impact on the numbers and percentages
of UEs, with and without node–level UE reduction. The table
shows the results for a prediction frequency of 1 minute, a
prediction window of 1 day and a decision threshold of 0.5.
We obtained similar results and the same conclusions for
different values of these parameters.
We first consider the classification of UEs, which is clearly
affected by UE reduction. Without reduction, the total number
of UEs increases five-fold, from 67 to 333 UEs. The number
of critical over-temperature UEs increases by a factor of 22,
from 12 to 262 errors, which is an increase from 18% of all
UEs to 79% of UEs without reduction. This implies that overtemperature UEs are especially likely to appear in bursts. We
also performed a DIMM–level reduction (not in the table),
which removed bursts of UEs in the same DIMM rather
than the whole node. A 1 week DIMM reduction reduces
the number of UEs to 105, indicating that most of the UE
bursts occur in the same DIMM. Nevertheless, as explained in
Section II-C, since the whole node is rebooted and removed
for testing following the first UE on that node, we continue
the analysis with node–level UE reduction.
The predictability of UEs is also affected by UE reduction.
Without UE reduction, a much higher fraction of errors have a
preceding event (95% rather than 81%) and could potentially
be predicted (90% rather than 63%). Also, since UEs in bursts
are easier to predict, the number of correctly predicted UEs
increases from 40% to 62%. Nevertheless, since bursts of
errors occur very fast, most of the successfully predicted UEs
are predicted with less than two minutes’ lead time, leaving
insufficient time to complete a mitigation measure before the
UE halts the node. Without UE reduction, out of 62% of the
correctly predicted UEs, only 19% are predicted with sufficient
lead time. With UE reduction, this problem is negligible.
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67

100%

333

100%

UE classification:
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57%
25%

262
43
28

79%
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8%

UE predictability:
UEs with preceding event
Predictable UEs(a)
Predicted UEs(a)
Predicted UEs ≥ 2min(a)
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In summary, the numbers of UEs, their classification and
predictability are quantitatively different depending on whether
or not reduction is performed. Omitting UE reduction would
change not only the model evaluation, but also its design.
Keeping the UE bursts in the training datasets would encourage the model to predict such events. For example, when
UE reduction is correctly applied, the importance of features
that capture preceding node UEs is moderate, with an Gini
importance of 0.08, as in Figure 8. If UE reduction is omitted,
these features become the most relevant ones, with an importance of 0.28. These results would lead to different evaluation
outcomes, independent of the metrics used.
VI. OTHER PREDICTION METHODS
This section compares the results of six classifiers explored
in the study: random forest (RF), logistic regression (LR),
gradient boosting decision tree (GBDT), Gaussian naı̈ve Bayes
(GNB), support vector machine (SVM) and deep neural network (NN). The assumptions used in this section are the same
as in Section V: cost of the UE impact mitigation is 2 minutes,
prediction frequency and window are 1 minute and 1 day,
respectively, and decision threshold is selected to be optimal
for the given classifier and UE cost.
Figure 9 shows the results of the cost–benefit calculation.
The figure plots the saved node–hours (y-axis) for various
UE costs (x-axis). Different bars show results for different
classifiers. Random forest shows the best overall results. It
is closely followed by logistic regression and then gradient
boosting and Gaussian naı̈ve Bayes methods. Support vector
machine shows the lowest savings, up to 20% below random
forest for a UE cost of 500 node–hours. Figure 9 shows
that for all the classifiers the UE cost strongly influences the
cost–benefit calculation. Also the saved node–hours increase
superlinearly with the average UE cost, which confirms the
analysis and findings presented in Section V-A.
Next, we compare the different classifiers using standard
data prediction metrics: precision, recall and F1-score. The
trends and conclusions closely match those for the random
forest (Section V-D). A large number of false positives leads
to small values of the precision, below 1% for all the methods.
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Fig. 9: For all the classifiers the UE cost strongly influences the
cost–benefit calculation. Random forest shows the best results.
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TABLE III: Quantitative comparison of UE classification and
predictability with and without UE reduction.
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Fig. 10: For small UE costs, the optimal threshold equals 1;
for large UE costs it converges to 0. For moderate UE costs,
each prediction method requires a careful threshold selection.

For all classifiers the highest value of recall is 0.63 (for
Threshold=0), for which all classifiers always predict a UE
if there is a preceding event. For all classifiers, the range of
recall is zero (for Threshold=1) to 0.63, but there are slight
differences in the recall–threshold curves (outside the scope
of this paper). Finally, the F1-score, as the harmonic mean of
precision and recall, is dominated by the low precision. Recall
is 1% or below for all classifiers.
To further explore the dependency between UE cost and the
decision threshold for different classifiers, Figure 10 shows the
optimal threshold as the UE cost varies between 5 and 5000
node–hours. Similar to Figure 6, the chart has three areas.
For small UE costs, the optimal threshold equals 1 while for
large UE costs it converges to 0. In the area of moderate UE
costs, the prediction is more complex, and it requires a careful
threshold selection for each prediction method. Figure 10
confirms the need for runtime-adaptive error prediction and
mitigation methods that would adjust to the characteristics of
the HPC jobs and associated UE cost.
VII. R ELATED WORK
A. Uncorrected DRAM errors
A study of Giurgiu et al. [2] uses random forest to predict
uncorrected DRAM errors. The proposed model is based
on preceding corrected errors and measurements from over
100 sensors that monitor system functioning. The goal of
Giurgiu et al. is to predict UEs while minimizing false
positives. For this reason, the method targets high precision
and tolerates low recall. Our goal is to maximize the number
of saved node–hours. We therefore target mid-high recall and
tolerate a higher number of false positives and low precision.

Our study extends the work of Giurgiu et al. in various
aspects. We perform detailed corrected error logging with
the exact error location (rank, bank, row, column) and show
the importance of observation features based on this data. In
the model evaluation we consider the lead time analysis and
perform a sensitivity analysis on the prediction frequency and
window. We also analyze burstiness of UEs and show that it
has an important impact on the design and evaluation of the
prediction model. Our study also considers a potential bias of
the DIMMs that are replaced due to the pre-failure alerts already implemented in the system under study. While Giurgiu et
al. evaluate their model with the precision, recall and balanced
accuracy, we also perform a detailed cost–benefit analysis.
B. Corrected DRAM errors
A few recent studies present machine learning methods to
classify or predict future corrected DRAM errors.
Costa et al. [42] propose an OS mechanism that monitors
memory health and predicts memory error repetition. Based
on the number of spatial repetitions and the error rates,
the proposed mechanism classifies memory pages as healthy,
unhealthy or fatal. The pages classified as fatal are offlined to
prevent future DRAM errors. The proposed OS mechanism is
implemented and evaluated on a Blue Gene/Q system.
Baseman et al. [34] use naı̈ve Bayes, logistic regression,
random forest and gradient boosted random forest classifiers
to categorize memory fault modes as Single bit, Single word,
Single row, Single column, Single bank, Multi bank or Multi
rank. Their objective is to classify the faults based on prior
detected errors, rather than predicting future errors. A followup work [45] extends the proposed prediction methods to
predict which memory pages would experience future faults,
similar to the study of Costa et al. [42]. The proposed methods
are trained and tested on two large HPC systems, Hopper
and Cielo, and they show predictive performance improvement
compared with deterministic rule-based systems.
Sun et al. [41] use neural networks to predict disk and
DRAM errors. DRAM error prediction uses the features memory usage, memory corrected errors, memory speed, memory
power, other MCE-related errors, memory age and node load.
The DRAM error predictions are evaluated using logs that
contain hundreds of DRAM failures from an in-house system.
The proposed scheme outperforms the baseline long short-term
memory and random forest in precision, recall and F1-score.
Du and Li [43] propose a method to predict DRAM errors
in micro-level components, such as cell rows and columns.
The method is based on a kernel function that measures
the similarity between the current observation and a certain
previous observation in history. The advanced method also
accounts for memory failure propagation. The method is
evaluated on DRAM error logs from the IBM Blue Gene/P
HPC cluster (DDR2 memory) containing 140 thousand
corrected errors. The proposed error prediction method shows
better precision, recall and F1-score than various baseline
approaches that use the aggregated error data in history.

These studies are valuable to understand corrected DRAM
error rates, distributions, correlated factors and features that
can be used for their prediction. An important direction of
future work would be to explore how these findings could
lead to measurable improvements in system reliability. An
important issue is that reliability is only impacted by uncorrected errors [5]–[8], and there is no direct relation between
corrected and uncorrected errors [2], [3], [8]–[11]. Modifying
the proposed corrected error predictors to instead predict
uncorrectable errors may be challenging [43].
C. GPU memory errors
A few recent studies have analysed GPU errors in the
field [46], [47]. Nie et al. [47] analyze the GPU errors on the
Titan supercomputer, which comprises 18,688 K20X GPUs.
The authors study the system conditions and workload characteristics that trigger GPU errors, and they propose and evaluate
several machine learning-based models: logistic regression,
gradient boosting decision tree, support vector machine, and
neural network. The study analyzes all corrected single-bit
errors together and does not distinguish between errors in
different memory structures: register files, caches and device
memory. A previous study that analyzes GPU errors on the
same system [48] reports that 98% of the detected errors come
from the L2 cache. The findings of Nie et al. [47], therefore,
could not be directly applied to device DRAM error prediction.
VIII. C ONCLUSIONS
This paper presented and evaluated a method to predict
DRAM uncorrected errors that lead to node failure. Our cost–
benefit analysis shows that the prediction method reduces the
lost compute time by up to 57% for a real HPC production
workload mix, which is a net savings of 21,000 node–hours per
year. After comparison of six machine learning approaches, we
use a random forest classifier, which is trained and evaluated
using error logs from more than two years of production
of MareNostrum 3. All prediction methods’ source code is
released as open source. We also discuss and clarify several
aspects of methodology that are essential for any prediction
method to be useful in practice. Our cost–benefit analysis
shows that the effectiveness of our prediction scheme is highly
dependent on system and workload characteristics, pointing
the way to future work on adaptive resiliency techniques.
Overall, we hope that future researchers will build on our
work to improve the throughput of production HPC systems
as demonstrated by a clear cost–benefit calculation.
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